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FIATA World Congress
heralds business opportunities
The FIATA World
Congress 2018,
witnessed a presence
of 1200 delegates
from 130 countries
and across
India at Pullman
New Delhi.
CT Bureau

T

hemed ‘Future Starts Here’, the
inauguration ceremony was
addressed by AV Vijaykumar,
Chairman, Federation of Freight
Forwarders’ Associations in India
(FFFAI), Neeraj Bansal, Chairman,
Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT),
who was also the Chief Guest;
Robert A. Voltmann, Secretary
General, FIATA; Debashis Dutta,
Past Chairman, FFFAI and Chairman, FWC-2018 and Samir J
Shah, Mentor, FWC-2018. Federa-

tion of Freight Forwarders’ Associations in India (FFFAI) has hosted
this ﬁrst-ever international logistics
conference in India. Welcoming the
delegates, Vijaykumar said, “India
is privileged to host FIATA World
Congress this year.”
According to him, the economic
might of a nation is deﬁned by the
logistics capabilities of a country.
The success of any industry or an
industrial growth is measured by

the capacity to have a seamless
supply chain management. There
have been signiﬁcant changes in
the method of the logistics service
and the scope of activities are
ever expanding.
Vijaykumar opined that FWC-2018
aims to indicate a new beginning
for the Indian freight forwarding
and logistics industry. Voltmann too,
emphasised on FIATA’s contribution
and commitment towards global

freight forwarding and logistics
industry. In his inaugural speech,
Bansal highlighted the crucial policy
initiatives from the government to
facilitate ease of doing business
and international trade in consultation with industry players.
Dutta remarked on the high
number of registered participants
who culminated for the event.
“We are excited to announce that
FWC-2018 registered close to

1200 delegates from across
the world.”
The FWC-2018 is set to witness
about 20 business sessions with
some 70 eminent speakers from international logistics industry, apart
from representatives from Government of India, WCO, renowned
personalities, etc. In addition, there
are about 1000 scheduled B2B
meetings among more than 500
delegates in the ofﬁng.

CHAIRMAN SPEAK

Converge & connect @ FWC-2018
Debashis Dutta, Chairman, FIATA World Congress 2018, shares the highlight of the mega event of bringing together more
than 1000 customs brokers, freight forwarders and allied industries from 100-plus countries, to explore business opportunities
in India and from other parts of the world. The government has provided unconditional support to FWC-2018.
CT Bureau

ABOUT FIATA WORLD
CONGRESS (FWC) 2018
The mega event is held every
year across the world and is the
greatest platform in the ﬁeld of
logistics and freight forwarding

Fact File
FWC-2018 is a huge
opportunity to Indian freight
forwarders and logistics
industry to expand their
business partnering with
overseas counterparts
Industry practitioners
would avail the chance of
connecting themselves
with world trade and
logistics market

www.cargotalk.in

industry. For the 2018 edition,
1157 delegates from across
the world have already marked
their presence.
FWC-2018 in India will draw huge
attention of participants from across
the world. It is offering tremendous
business and networking opportunities for potential delegates to interact
with their counterparts.
There is also a separate session
for the young logistics professionals, called as the ‘Young Logistics
Programme’. FWC-2018 arranged
an interesting and attractive
game titled ‘Business on the
Move’ for the young participants,
to learn a new way of doing business in the logistics segment.

GARNERING
GOVERNMENT
SUPPORT
The government has provided
unconditional support to FWC2018. We have received full
cooperation from various departments of Ministries like Shipping,
Finance, Tourism, External Affairs,
Home Affairs, Civil Aviation,
MSME Commerce, etc.

GAINING TRACTION
THROUGH MEETINGS
One of the major attractions of
this event is the one-to-one B2B
meetings. Numerous delegates
have registered themselves for
the session to gain an optimal
opportune to interact with
foreign customs brokers, freight
forwarders and others from
different countries.

Numerous delegates have registered for B2B
session to gain an optimal opportune to
interact with potential global stakeholders

Debashis Dutta

Chairman
FIATA World Congress 2018

FIATA WORLD CONGRESS - 2018
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QUICK BYTES

Way forward: Go digital,

say industry stalwarts

LIVE

PANEL DISCUSSION

Industry veterans ponder upon the most sought-after topic - the wave of technological advancements. FIATA World Congress
2018, being held in the national capital, aims to focus on business opportunities among global players and marks India’s potential
in the world. This platform would herald a new beginning for the Indian freight forwarding and logistics industry.
CT Bureau

Samir J Shah

S. Ramesh

Mentor, FWC - 2018

Chairman, Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC)

I ﬁnd a lot of custom brokers and forwarders getting worried about too
much amount of automation, facilitation and simpliﬁcation but it is here
to stay. It is the only way forward. We have to adopt all the changes,
participate in those changes and we have to show to the government that
we are equally proactive with the happenings around.
One of the biggest deliverables of FWC-2018 is get to know the best
practices of forwarding and logistics industry of countries participating
here and to share ours with them. This is the time to learn from their
mistakes as well as positive points and give them our learnings.
We need to recognise that we are now international players and, we need
the world as much as world needs us. Since companies are partnering with each other, FIATA will give
you an opportunity to open ofﬁces in 130 countries and do business face-to-face.

India’s growth story is a centre of world’s attention and logistics has taken
centre stage both nationally and internationally. Coming to the role of
customs, I would like to say, with World Customs Organisations Borders
divide, customs connects. Customs plays very critical role in the movements
of goods across borders.
Growth in custom stations these days is just not limited with customs,
but also expanding with all aspects of cross border trade. In queue with
the global trends, our government is gaining lot of trust on ease of doing
business and facilitation over the last three years. As you know we have
introduced the single window interface for facilitating trade combining the
requirements of customs and other related agencies under single roof. It is important to strike balance
between customs and service providers and work in tandem.

Luc Anthonie De Blieck

Dr Nancy Nix

Deputy Director, Trade Facilitation, WCO

ED Emeritus, AWESOME

The WCO provides leadership, guidance and support to customs
administrations to secure and facilitate legitimate trade, realise
revenues, protect society and build capacity. We strongly
believe that global trading systems are essential for growth and
prosperity. We also believe that systems can be improved more.
WCO would like to work closely with India and understanding
their practices.
He also enumerated key drivers that are essential for bright future of
international customs, like emerging cutting edge technologies, use of
IT and simpliﬁed digital solution like Facebook, Twitter and Internet of
Things. With the advent of IOT, security, safety and integrity are drivers for enabling growth
into the customs.

I would like to put an external view on India. The country is a world
of possibilities. India today on the bank of supply chain revolution
consists Goods & Service Tax, the logistics sector growth of 35 per cent
by 2020, $3.4 billion investment in warehousing in the past four years,
e-commerce market set to grow three times by 2022. The technological
innovation includes digitalisation, blockchain, automation, drones
and driverless vehicles. There is also management of risk and recovery
by bringing visibility and transparency and resilience. Similarly, the
challenges are infrastructure and high cost of logistics, complexity of
government regulations and need for transparency.
Coming to proportion of women in logistics sector, it is seen that has increased from 4-5 per cent in
2010 to 20 per cent in 2017 and is expected to reach 26 per cent by 2021.

Ross Thompson
Chief Commercial and Strategy Ofﬁcer, Abu Dhabi Ports
The revolution of technology, customer orientation services , disruptive business policies, national strategies and agendas has never been swift than it is today. In a world that is changing
at a precedented speed, human innovations are at a core of what our industry is capable to do. Technology is an essence and a powerful tool to achieve what we are looking for, and not
only maximising proﬁts, but maximising customer service and satisfaction. Being transparent, accountability, consistency or efﬁciency as an opportunity is the answer to ensure that we
remain relevant and one step ahead of the next big thing. Blockchain is one solution to attain tracking the supply chain in transparency.
Another technology that we are personally are investing in is through smart contracts, however, neither blockchain or smart contracts have ﬂourished without the ability of real-time data.
This is where the IOT comes in through real-time insights and increase transparency in tasks. Last and not least, the use of spatial intelligence in our industry have proved efﬁcient, AI can
also be provided when needed in its capacity and is ahead of time. Technology must be kept at the surface of the human interactions and be the core of logistics to be an essential driver
of economies and proﬁtability.
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FWC-2018 INSIGHTS

FWC–2018: Looking to the ‘future’
The much-awaited FWC-2018 aims to offer enormous resources to script success stories for many Indian logistics companies
in the days to come, says Samir J Shah, Mentor, FWC-2018.
CT Bureau

How is the theme, 'Future
Start Here' relevant for
Indian logistics scenario?
Commendably, the Indian logistics
industry is witnessing unprecedented development and expansion of
its existing infrastructure. This is
mainly because of the emergence
of technology-speciﬁc logistics solutions coupled with support from
effective government initiatives
in the areas of trade and industry
promotion, logistics infrastructure
development, and tax reforms.
We have ﬁrm conviction that the
major takeaway would be the
changing perception of the global
logistics leaders on India and
the enormous opportunities the
country offers to them.

What are the top burning
issues of international
freight forwarding
industry?
Internationally, every country
is facing a common issue, i.e.
increasing cost of business and
decreasing profitability. An
increasing trend of protectionism is also a potential threat
before the ex-im trade. Ability
of quick shift and adoption of

contemporary hi-tech model
is another crucial challenge
before the freight forwarding
and logistics industry. In India,
we have some local perennial still prevailing, though
the intensity of those issues is
apparently dissipating, thanks
to a pro-active government’s
reaching out mechanism in
place. Poor image of logistics
industry, however, is posing a

The major takeaway would be the changing
perception of the global logistics leaders on
India's opportunities to them

great threat in preventing the
generation next to understand
this lucrative segment.

How will FWC-2018 make
a difference?
FWC-2018, which is incidentally
happening for the ﬁrst time as an
international logistics conference
in India, will have huge impact on
Indian logistics industry.
Indian freight forwarding, and logistics practitioners would be provided unprecedented opportunities
through well designed business
sessions, networking and above
all B2B meetings, where they can
interact with their counterparts
to understand each other’s
requirements.

Samir J Shah
Mentor
FWC-2018

YLP @ FWC-2018: Pioneering ideas

The Young Logistics
Professional Programme (YLP),
organised by FFFAI, held at
FIATA World Congress-2018
(FWC-2018) on September
24, at Pullman New Delhi,
garnered a huge response
from 136 start-up freight
forwarding and logistics
companies. The event was
addressed by Stanley Lim,
Chairman, FIATA World
Congress; AV Vijaykumar,
Chairman, FFFAI and David
Phillips, Founder and
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CEO, Freight Systems. The
dignitaries were unequivocal
that the event was a pioneer
for the freight forwarding
and logistics industry in India
and pathbreaking for young
entrepreneurs.
Commenting on this event,
Tej Contractor, EC Member,
FFFAI, stated, “The Young
Logistics Programme (YLP)
provided our youth with a
global perspective of our
industry currently, and where

it’s going. Disruption is
the name of the game. So
at the YLP we showcased
the disruptive technologies
that have changed and will
change our industry.” Three
key speakers from startup companies, Shekhar
(Lynk), Raghavendran
Viswanathan (FreightBro)
and Sanjay Tiwari (21CC
Education), elaborated on
aggregation of trucking,
aggregation of freight
forwarding and e-logistics

learning for
seamless and
cost effective
freight
forwarding
and logistics
operation.
In addition,
ocess was
the learning process
demonstrated by the game:
‘Business on the Move’,
which projected nuances
of transporting freight,
making profit, buying and

maintaining assets and most
importantly, understand the
value chain. The game saw
participation of around 130
individuals, divided into
different teams.

www.cargotalk.in

FWC-2018 INSIGHTS

FWC-2018: The making of an event
Stanley Lim, Past President, FIATA & Congress Committee Chair, throws light on the positive impression that the mega event
is expected to create on the Indian freight and logistics industry, and across the global village.
CT Bureau

Kindly share your views
on India getting bid for
FWC-2018
Being the Past President of FIATA,
and Chairman, FWC-2018, I am
happy that India (FFFAI) won the
bid to host the FIATA 2018 World
Congress. This is an annual event
that every FIATA member wishes
to do because they can portray
their country’s facilities, expertise
and opportunities for business.
This platform shall help the local
freight forwarders to connect
with their global counterparts
and bring India to the
world stage.

Stanley Lim

Past President
FIATA & Congress Committee Chair

How many exhibitors, delegates and participants
are expected?
The event is expected to

Global logistics players are very keen to
invest and expand their operation to India.
FWC-2018 provides huge opportunity
to attain their goal

witness about 60 exhibitors
on the average. About 1200
delegates have registered
for the event. For the Young
Logistics Professionals, the
FFFAI has attracted students,
undergraduates from polytechnics, universities and logistics
institutions to come and participate and encourage them
to get a peek into the nuances

of the industry, and take it as
a professional option as well.

What impact FWC-2018
can leave on Indian freight
forwarding industry?
The impact would be great. With
India in the fore front on IT, this
gives the sub-continent a competitive advantage to showcase
the AI, blockchain, technology

expertise for transformation of
the industry in India. India is a
very important country as far as
logistics is concerned. The country
is on the verge of manufacturing
and logistics revolution, thanks to
its population, demography and
consumption power in addition
to trade facilitation measures
and capacity building exercises
from the Government of India.
Global logistics players are very
keen to invest and expand their
operations to India. FWC-2018
provides huge opportunity to
attain their goal.
The logistics industry is going
through transformation and innovation of work process to
keep up with the disruptive
technologies.

Industry’s dynamic offering on a platter
FWC-2018 will put on display
the ever-growing power of the
Indian economy, and of the
logistics sector. It will develop
deeper afﬁliations between the
importing/exporting sectors and
the logistics and transportation
sector. “New disruptive
technology is here to stay.
FWC-2018 aims to assemble all
stakeholders across the globe,”
says Stanley Lim, Chairman,
FIATA Congress. “FWC-2018
will help the freight forwarding
industry realise the untapped
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growth opportunity within their
supply chains for doing business
in India. End-to-end global
logistics solutions, customer
centricity, new business
opportunities - the future for a
global logistics network starts
here,” expressed Samir J
Shah, Mentor, FWC-2018.
According to AV Vijaykumar,
Chairman, FFFAI, FWC-2018
would introduce the Indian
logistics industry to over
130 countries. The practices

adopted for cross border trade
in different parts of the world
will be available in a single
platform. "It would offer a
business opportunity for the

Indian industry to expand
their services to other nations
through B2B events,” he
added. Commenting on B2B
meetings being the sole focus,

Debashis Dutta, Chairman
FWC-2018, says, “These
meetings will give chance to
the stakeholders to build up
relations with each other too.”

www.cargotalk.in

GUEST COLUMN

Indian logistics: Weaving the tech magic
Logistics in today’s scenario is witnessing disruptions of tectonic proportions, and like all upheavals, this entails risk as well as
opens up unprecedented opportunities, opines Shantanu Roy, CIO, Mahindra Logistics.

T

he logistics industry is seeing
a wave of change through
disruptions that can unleash
suited options for the industry
to make a mark on its own with
infusion of new technology, new
market entrants, new customer
expectations and new business
models. In fact, disruptive technologies will drive exponential
change in logistics cost and productivity. Technology is usually a
good mix of hardware and software. But disruptive technologies have made hardware more

Fact File
Automated warehousing
operations through
warehousing robotics and
AGVs can raise warehousing
efficiencies and material
throughput

www.cargotalk.in

accessible to drive supply chain
improvements. Some of these
technological interventions are:

WAREHOUSE ROBOTICS
AND AUTOMATED
GUIDED VEHICLES
While system guided manual processes can improve
warehousing efficiencies to a
significant extent, completely
automated warehousing operations through warehousing
robotics and AGVs can raise
warehousing efficiencies and
material throughput to a completely different orbit.

IOT ON TRUCKS
Next wave of disruption is
expected to come through sensors proactively steering driver
behaviour, thereby increasing
fuel efficiency, reduced

All software licenses including licenses for
advanced optimisation engines are going to
be on pay-per-use subscription models
idle time, increased customer
OTIF and increase overall life
of the vehicle.

LAST-MILE LOGISTICS
In the time to come, algorithms will progress from
providing siloed navigations to
individual vehicles on pre-determined routes to providing
closely coordinated real-time
navigations, thereby enabling
the entire fleet to operate as a
‘swarm’ on a real-time virtual
control-tower.

(The views expressed are
solely of the author. The
publication may or may not
subscribe to the same.)

ADVENT OF CLOUD
Procurement and adoption
of advanced supply chain
planning and optimisation softwares had been an
expensive proposition in India,
till the advent of cloud. SaaS
and PaaS have completely
transformed the supply chain
technology landscape. In the
time to come, all software
licenses including licenses for
advanced optimisation engines
are going to be based on payper-use subscription models.

Shantanu Roy

CIO
Mahindra Logistics

FIATA WORLD CONGRESS - 2018
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INDUSTRY TRENDS

India gains through TIR carnet
Shankar Shinde, Managing Director, Global Express Multilogistics & ECM - Federation of Freight Forwarders Association
in India (FFFAI), talks about how TIR Convention will help Indian traders to have a hassle-free international system for
movement of goods by road or multi-modal means across the territories of other contracting parties.
CT Bureau

How can multi-modal and
digital TIR customs transit
system revolutionise the
country’s trade and transit potential?

efforts to increase overland trade
and regional integration across
South Asia and beyond, fasttracking the region’s potential to
become a strategic trade hub.

India has become the 71st country
to ratify the United Nations
TIR Convention. TIR stands for
Transports Internationaux Routiers
(International Road Transport). The
milestone decision puts India and
her neighbours at the centre of

The TIR Convention can be an
instrument for movement of goods
along the International ‘NorthSouth’ Transport (INSTC) Corridor
and would be helpful in boosting
trade with the Central Asian Re-

TIR will help India to integrate with
Myanmar and Thailand as well as
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal

publics and other Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS),
particularly using ports in Iran like
the Chabahar port.
Further, TIR will help India to integrate with Myanmar and Thailand
as well as Bangladesh, Bhutan and
Nepal. This initiative will lead to
trade developments and
give access to landlocked
Afghanistan and the energy-rich
Eurasian region.

What is your take on
rapid TIR implementation
helping India implement
the World Trade Organization’s Trade Facilitation
Agreement?
TIR will be important in helping

India implement the WTO’s
Trade Facilitation Agreement
(TFA). The effectiveness of competitiveness has direct impact
on trade. Smart logistics help
trade to connect and reach
faster, resulting in reduction in
dwell time by reducing transit
will always have an advantage
over other competitors to make
trade competitive. This opens
new markets and opportunity
for Indian trade.
India’s decision to implement
the TIR system have far reaching
beneﬁts for trade and will save
signiﬁcant time and money by
streamlining procedures at borders, reducing administration and
cutting border waiting times.

Shankar Shinde

Managing Director, Global Express
Multilogistics & ECM- Federation of Freight
Forwarders Association in India (FFFAI)

INSTC to help grow international trade
and logistics business

According to Dr. Anup
Wadhawan, Commerce
Secretary, Government
of India, there would be
tremendous boost to ex-im
trade between India and
West Asia and European
countries using International
North South Transport
Corridor (INSTC) route. He
was deliberating at the
INSTC conference at Pullman
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New Delhi. FFFAI, jointly
with Ministry of Commerce
& Industry, organised the
conference, which coincided
with FIATA World Congress
2018. The conference was
also attended by Senior
Bureaucrats, Diplomats from
Embassy of Iran, Russia,
Azerbaijan and CIS countries;
Stanley Lim, Past President,
FIATA; Samir J Shah, Past

Chairman, FFFAI; Shankar
Shinde, EC Member of FFFAI;
members from EXIM fraternity
and delegates from India,
Russia, Iran and CIS countries.
INSTC is an ancient route
that connects the South
Asia with North Europe for
centuries. This route was used
by European, Indian, Russian
and many other foreign

traders. These traders played
a signiﬁcant role in managing
the trade and commerce
between Russia and South
East Asia through the territory
of present day Azerbaijan and
Iran. Currently, 14 countries
are connected with INSTC
route. “We have very strong
traditional connections with
these 14 countries and I am
sure there will be huge trade
transactions soon an effective
logistics set up established.
Our government is committed
to make the INSTC initiative a
big success,” stated Wadhwan.
Shah lauded Government of
India’s efforts in this regard
and highlighted various
initiatives including trial run,
study works, etc. by the FFFAI
during last couple of years.
Shah, however, expressed
high optimism about the

present stage and future
development of INSTC route.
Focusing on the importance
of regional trade initiatives,
Lim pointed out the success
story of ASEAN. “We are very
much hopeful that INSTC
would be encouraging for
multi-modal logistics industry
in this region as well,” he
said. According to Shinde,
INSTC conferences in India
provide huge opportunities
to enlighten on streamlining
documentation for seamless
movement and open up
many competitive optional
route in CIS countries and
Russia, which will result
in enhancing trade and
open new avenues for LSP
(Logistics Service providers).
Previously, FFFAI organised a
similar conference in Mumbai
and plans to organise more
in other parts of India.

www.cargotalk.in

GUEST COLUMN

Logistics geared up for a bright future
Rajesh Jaggi, Managing Partner-Real Estate, Everstone Group, enumerates on the how the impact of improved road
connectivity, initiatives like 'Make in India' and GST, have led to a surge in demand for quality logistics facilities in India and
what should be done to meet this demand across multiple sectors.

T

he Goods and Services Tax
(GST) is a landmark reform,
which came into effect almost
a year ago and is proving to
be a shot in the arm for the
warehousing and logistics sector. Another important initiative
by the government, which complemented GST was granting of
infrastructure status to logistics
and warehousing sector. This
move is a major catalyst for the
industry’s growth as it gives access to a range of benefits
and concessions.

Fact File
Logistics sector is
expected to grow by more
than 34 per cent from the
current $160 billion to $215
billion by 2020

www.cargotalk.in

ON A POSITIVE NOTE
According to the Economic
Survey, the logistics sector is
expected to grow by more than
34 per cent from the current
$160 billion to $215 billion
by 2020 – augmented by the
suited infrastructural initiatives
undertaken by the government.
These include Bharatmala,
under which the government is
planning logistics parks at key
locations in the country, and Sagarmala, which aims to develop
and modernise Indian ports.

needed to meet the growing
demand. According to a Knight
Frank report, the warehousing
space in India’s top seven cities
– the National Capital Region
(NCR), Mumbai, Bengaluru,
Chennai, Pune, Hyderabad and
Ahmedabad – is expected to
grow from 621 million sq.
ft in 2016 to 839 million sq. ft
in 2020.

BRIGHT FUTURE
With improved road connectiv-

ity, the ‘Make in India’ initiative
and implementation of GST, the
need for modern, large, best-inclass logistics and warehousing
facilities will only rise. The use
of technology and supply chain
management systems to increase management efficiencies
in warehousing will increase.
The industry is going through
a major transformation and
industry players should brace
themselves for good
times ahead.

(The views expressed are
solely of the author. The
publication may or may not
subscribe to the same.)

MEETING THE DEMAND
A fast-growing Indian economy
will need an efficient and fairly
vast network of warehouses
and logistics facilities. This will
require a stronger and more
organised logistics framework,

A fast-growing Indian economy will need
an efﬁcient and fairly vast network of
warehouses and logistics facilities
Rajesh Jaggi

Managing Partner-Real Estate
Everstone Group

FIATA WORLD CONGRESS - 2018
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AARGUS
DOUBLE SPREAD

FAMILY ALBUM

Industry leaders talk business
FIATA World Congress 2018
kicked off with an impressive
footfall of industry professionals,
culminating at Pullman New
Delhi for gaining insightful
deliberations on the sector. The
GLIMPSES
theme, 'The Future Starts Here', was
the highlight of the event, which will
be underway till September 29. The event also showcases
the potential of India's logistics industry to the world.

LIVE

For more glimpses, see page 18
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Sky is the limit for Air Cargo
Air cargo business has evolved drastically from using telex messages to sophisticated and customer-friendly digital solutions.
Industry experts elucidate on the proﬁciencies developed within organisations and how the emergence of technology has
taken over the industry globally. The future surely lies in going the digital way, opine everyone.
CT Bureau

Cyrus Katgara

Ramesh Mamidala

Past President and Permanent Member - Board of Adviser, ACAAI
and Co-Founder & Joint Managing Director, Zeus Air Services

CEO
Celebi Delhi Cargo Terminal Management India

With digitalisation and electronic
exchange of information, the
information and documents move
with electronic speed, personal
interface with the custom and carriers
is minimised making it feasible for
customs and other stakeholders to
handle the spurt of growth in imports
and exports due to liberalisation. It
also facilitates parallel processing of
information and documents by various
agencies in place of sequential process, saving a lot of processing
time. This has resulted in ability to handle more transactions per
person, reduction in dwell time, accuracy of documents, electronic
monitoring by customs and other agencies which results in minimal
use of time-consuming physical examination of goods by custom
for both export and import shipments and above all, such an echo
system has made it possible for sellers and buyers to track and trace
their shipments at every milestone rendering the entire supply chain
reliable, efﬁcient, visible and economical.

Future is digital. Digitalisation cannot
make forwarders redundant. Freight
forwarders have adapted to changing
times and have understood to extend
last mile. Because of digitalisation,
supply chain has become seamless and
transparent, which is what customers
want and the best part is that the
paperless era, which we all have been
looking for, post Singapore Government
Model, is now around the corner, and my understanding is margins
will be tight. Next frontier of digitisation is blockchain and its effects
may affect a forwarder, but a single window requirement makes
forwarder more important in changing times ahead. Investment in
innovation and technology is the only way which will keep us in
business to cater to tailor-made supply chain solution for pharma
and temperature-controlled shipments. Even in the 21st century,
paperwork is still a major headache when trading internationally.
Some documents, like letter of credit or bills of lading need to
be exact and companies make multiple corrections and print out
documents dozens of times before they are ﬁnalised.

Digitalisation can effectively automate
the processes and enable faster
exchange of information among
stakeholders. Today, most of the major
cargo terminals are moving towards
digitalisation. We have achieved the
status of being 100 per cent e-freight
compliant way back in 2013. Currently,
we are working on a very robust
system-based environment wherein
we are compliant with all forms of IATA standard messaging. We
have conﬁgured all IATA standard IMP messages in our cargo
management software to have the capability to electronically send
and receive all shipment related data to and from the airline and
stakeholder systems. This eliminates duplicate data entry, while
signiﬁcantly reducing process times and costs, for both the CTO
and concerned stakeholders and builds an end-to-end paperless air
cargo processing system. Further, we have successfully migrated
to a much-advanced cargo management software known as
‘CargoCEL’ which has advanced functionalities and advanced
integration with airline and stakeholder systems.

Amar More
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Bharat J Thakkar

Partner
Jeena & Co.

Rachid Fergati

Huned Gandhi

CEO
Kale Logistics Solutions

MD (Indian Sub-Continent)
UPS

Managing Director - Air & Sea Logistics India
& Bangladesh, Dachser India

In the last few years, Kale Logistics
Solutions has developed noteworthy
competencies in next generation and
emerging technologies to bridge the
IT gap in the logistics industry. We
take pride in the fact that prior to our
systems in India, there was virtually
no Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
between forwarders and carriers
and today India ranks sixth in IATA’s
e-freight initiative (from a distant 130)
and is one of the fastest digitising country in e-freight. We are also
developing the ﬁrst blockchain-enabled air cargo digital corridor
connecting India and the Netherlands. Digitalisation has facilitated
the easy movement of cargo and related communications across
borders. Digital solutions from booking to tracking have enhanced
the entire logistics value chain and created a greater customer
experience. Internet of Things (IoT), sensors for tracking, RFID
tags, integrated platforms are making a difference to the industry.
E-freight initiative from IATA is aimed at building an end-to-end
paperless transportation process. Trade facilitation initiatives,
guidelines and structures, along with funding from international
bodies are also helping nations build the necessary infrastructure
for digitalisation.

Supply chains is the reason there
are world markets. As lead times
get shorter, supply chains get more
complex. Visibility, predictability
and efficiency are the cornerstones
for creating smart supply chains
and technology is at the core of
it. Visibility is a key area of focus
for multi-modal logistics especially
where products cross service provider
boundaries. Advanced technology tools help mitigate inherent
risks, to a large extent. UPS moves three per cent of the world’s
GDP and visibility remains a key focus to ensure the smooth
delivery of 20 million packages and documents daily. Food and
pharmaceuticals are time and temperature-sensitive shipments.
Building predictability, in the chain, is a key imperative. Lifesaving drugs and vaccines always need to be in temperaturecontrolled environment. Re-routing, multi-modal transportation,
in transit layovers, storage at warehouses, containers, last mile
delivery mechanisms all need to consider the temperature
sensitive nature of the shipment. Globally, UPS is working with
drones for both business and humanitarian purposes. We are
also testing its use in residential and package deliveries as well
as warehouse and inventory management.

Airfreight cargo has evolved a lot
since the paper intensive days.
E-Air way bill (e-AWB), FWB,
FHL, Automated Manifest System
(AMS), Entry summary Declaration
(ENS) are all steps taken in the
direction of becoming paperless.
Nowadays, there is also the move
from traditional Electronic Data
Interchange for Administration,
Commerce and Transport (EDIFACT) and Cargo Interchange
Message Procedures (Cargo-IMP) standards to open
Extensible Markup Language (XML) protocols to enable a
faster, easier and an all-inclusive IT seamlessness. Recently,
India specific reform of ‘E-Waybill’ is another shining example
of the move in this direction. Interface between shipper/
consignees and the forwarders, which is still more or less
email-based, is one of the areas to look for improvement
in coming future. However, the logistics industry is on track
towards an IT enabled environment. To map the physical
movement of goods in the digital world, Dachser uses
barcode scanning in all processes. To give an example, we
develop 100 per cent of its IT-systems in-house such as the
logistics software systems: Domino, Mikado and Othello.
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